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FACTORIZATION IN TWO-BODY NONLEPTONICB-DECAYS�C.T. SahrajdaDepartment of Physis and AstronomyUniversity of SouthamptonSouthampton SO17 1BJ, UK(Reeived May 21, 2001)I review the theoretial foundations of QCD Fatorization in nonlep-toni B-Deays. This approah, developed in ollaboration with Mar-tin Beneke, Gerhard Buhalla and Matthias Neubert, provides a rigorousframework for the analysis of these deays in the heavy-quark limit. Thesigni�ane of power orretions, terms whih are formally suppressed bypowers of �QCD=mb and whih are not alulable in perturbation theorybut whih may have a signi�ant impat on phenomenologially importantdeays, is disussed.PACS numbers: 12.38.Lg, 13.28.Hw1. IntrodutionExlusive B-deays are a partiularly important soure of informationabout CP -violation and the parameters of the standard model (for an in-trodution to B-Physis see the exellent textbook by Brano, Lavoura andSilva [1℄ or the BaBar Physis Book [2℄, where the reader an also �nd ref-erenes to the original literature). However, apart from the golden modeB ! KSJ=	 from whih we get sin(2�), attempts to obtain fundamentalinformation from experimental data are made di�ult by our inability toquantify the non-perturbative strong-interation e�ets. For example, inthe deay �Bd ! �+�� there are both tree and penguin ontributions, withdi�erent CKM phases� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1821)
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Tree Diagram b d�d �d�uuPenguin Diagramand it is neessary to determine the relative ontributions to the amplitudefrom these two soures.In this talk I will report on the oneptual framework developed in ol-laboration with Beneke, Buhalla and Neubert for the evaluation of stronginteration e�ets on non-leptoni two-body B-deays [3�6℄. The frameworkis based on a detailed analysis of Feynman diagrams and our observation thatit is possible to separate long and short-distane e�ets in these B-deays.This allows us to derive a fatorization formula, in an analogous way to thoseused in other appliations of QCD to hard proesses, both inlusive, suhas deep inelasti sattering or the Drell-Yan proess, and exlusive, suh asthe eletromagneti form-fators of hadrons at large momentum transfers.The fatorization formula leads to a model-independent treatment of exlu-sive hadroni B-deays in the heavy-quark limit. The orretions to ourresults are of O(�QCD=mb), and for these fatorization does not hold. Aswill be disussed below, improved estimates of the power orretions willbe neessary for a suessful phenomenology, at least for some importantdeays.The starting point for the study of hadroni B-deays is the OperatorProdut Expansion (OPE). Strong interation e�ets whih involve virtuali-ties above mb an be summed using perturbation theory and renormalizationgroup tehniques, leading to an amplitude for the deay of the B into twomesons M1;2 of the form:A(B !M1M2) = GFp2 Xi �i Ci(�) hM1M2 jOi(0) jB i� ; (1)where �i is the CKM-matrix element; Ci(�) is the Wilson oe�ient fun-tion; � is the renormalization sale and the hadroni matrix elementshM1M2 jOi(0) jB i ontain all the non-perturbative QCD-e�ets. These ma-trix elements are the objet of our study. We study the long-distane proper-ties of these deays in the limit mb ! 1 and �nd that thereis a onsiderable simpli�ation leading to a Generalized FatorizationFormula.



Fatorization in Two-Body Nonleptoni B Deays 1823Note that standard approahes to the evaluation of non-perturbativeQCD e�ets, suh as Lattie QCD, QCD Sum-Rules and large N expansions,have so far made little progress in quantifying these e�ets in B-deays.The plan for the remainder of this talk is as follows. In the followingsetion I will introdue the fatorization formula and explain its ingredients.Although I am unable in this talk to derive the formula in detail, in Se-tion 3 I demonstrate its validity, at one-loop order, for �B ! D� deays.The motivation for this is to show how the long-distane e�ets (i.e. themass-singularities) fatorize in this simple ase, and how this leads to ourgeneralized fatorization formula. The impliations of fatorization for thephenomenology of two-body B-deays is brie�y summarised in setion 4 andappliations to B ! �K deays are outlined in Setion 5. Finally in Se. 6I present the onlusions.2. The generalized fatorization formulaBefore presenting our fatorization formula I will remind you of what ismeant by (naive) fatorization in B-deays.2.1. Naive fatorization
�Bd ���+b u�dFig. 1. Quark �ow diagram ontributing to the amplitude for the deay �Bd !�+��. The two blak dots represent the produt of two urrents in the weakHamiltonian.As an example onsider the deay �Bd ! �+��. A quark �ow diagramfor this deay is shown in Fig. 1. The diagram has the appearane of beingomposed of two independent parts and the naive fatorization assumptionis to take this literally and to writeh�+�� j (�ub)V�A ( �du)V�A j �Bd i ' h�� j ( �du)V �A j 0 i h�+ j (�ub)V�A j �Bd i:(2)The two-matrix elements on the right-hand side are known in priniple, the�rst is simply proportional to the pion deay onstant, f�, and the seond



1824 C.T. Sahrajdais proportional to FB!�0 (m2�)), one of the form-fators for B ! � semilep-toni deays. Thus naive fatorization relates the amplitude for nonleptonideays to simpler quantities, the deays onstants and semileptoni formfators.Clearly this simple piture annot be orret. The diagram in Fig. 1 doesnot show the gluoni e�ets whih are neessarily present. Naive fatoriza-tion therefore has no resattering in the �nal state and no strong interationphase-shifts. The short-distane behaviour is also wrong, the renormaliza-tion sale dependene does not math on the two sides of (2). Variousgeneralizations of naive fatorization have been proposed leading to new pa-rameters. Below we will demonstrate the rather surprising result that naivefatorization is atually the leading term in QCD at large mb, with orre-tions of O(�s(mb)) and O(�QCD=mb). Thus in fat that it seems so simpleand arbitrary, naive fatorization is true in the large quark-mass limit ofQCD. 2.2. The generalized fatorization formulaFrom an analysis of mass-singularities in higher-order Feynman diagramswe have derived the generalized fatorization formula for the deay B !M1M2 (withM2 being a light meson), represented by the diagrams in Fig. 2:
F �TB M1M2

� ��TB M1M2
Fig. 2. Representation of the two ontributions to the generalized fatorizationformula in Eq. (3).



Fatorization in Two-Body Nonleptoni B Deays 1825
hM1;M2 jOi jB i = Xj FB!M1j (m22) 1Z0 duT Iij(u)�M2(u) + (M1 $M2)+ 1Z0 d� du dv T IIi (�; u; v)�B(�)�M1(v)�M2(u) : (3)The ingredients in Eq. (3) are as follows: FB!M1j (m2) denotes one of theB ! M1 form-fators and is a non-perturbative input into the alulation;�X(u) is the light-one distribution amplitude for the quark-antiquark Fok-state of meson X and is also a non-perturbative input; in ontrast T Iij(u) andT IIi (�; u; v) are perturbatively alulable hard-sattering funtions. All thenon-perturbative QCD e�ets are fatorized into the light-one distributionamplitudes and form-fators, quantities whih are simpler than the originalmatrix elements and whih an either be determined from experiment (inpartiular the form-fators) or omputed using standard tehniques. Eq. (3)is valid up to O(�QCD=mb) orretions.There is a onsiderable simpli�ation for deays in whih the spetatorquark (i.e. the light-quark or antiquark in the B-meson) goes into a heavymeson (e.g. �Bd ! D+�� deays) sine in these ases the last term in thefatorization formula is absent. For suh deays the hard interations withthe spetator quark are power-suppressed in the heavy quark limit.It is not appropriate for me in this talk to give a detailed derivation ofEq. (3). Instead I will illustrate the basi ideas, by brie�y disussing thefatorization of mass singularities at one-loop order for the simpler ase inwhih M1 is a heavy meson, i.e. for �B ! D� deays. Suh a fatorizationof mass-singularities is neessary for the validity of Eq. (3).3. �B ! D� deaysIn this setion I outline how the mass-singularities in B ! heavy-lightdeays, whih are muh simpler than B ! light-light deays, fatorize. Forthese deays, diagrams in whih the spetator interats with the emitted�-meson, suh as
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B D�

are suppressed by fators of �QCD=mb. Thus for B ! D� deays the T IIterm in the fatorization formula is absent. If there were remaining mass-singularities whih were not absorbed into the deay onstant or form fators,this would be a signal that the deay amplitude depends on other long-distane physis and is not alulable in perturbation theory. Fortunatelythis is not the ase.The standard lassi�ation of quark-level topologies for B ! D� deaysis presented in Fig 3. In the heavy quark limit only lass-I deays ontributeat leading order in the �QCD=mb expansion. Class-II and annihilation on-tributions ar suppressed by at least one power of �QCD=mb. We now studythe perturbative orretions in lass-I deays.
b�q �qd �u

Class I b�q d�q �u
Class II b�d �u�qqAnnihilationFig. 3. Quark level topologies for B ! D� deays.3.1. Fatorization at one-loop level3.1.1. Canellation of infra-red divergenesTo start the disussion, onsider diagram (a) in Fig. 4. For small mo-menta k the loop integral is divergent:Zsmall k d4k 1(up+ k)2 k2 [(pb + k)2 �m2b ℄ � Zsmall k d4k 1(2up � k) k2 [2pb � k℄� Zsmall k d4k 1k4 DIVERGENT!



Fatorization in Two-Body Nonleptoni B Deays 1827up �uppb pk (a)
up �uppb pk (b)Fig. 4. Two one-loop diagrams ontributing to lass-I B ! D� deays, where p isthe momentum of the pion. Only the b! � omponent is shown. The quark andantiquark pointing upwards are the onstituents of the pion, with momenta up and�up respetively (u+ �u = 1).and therefore we have to onsider infra-red divergenes. The divergeneanels against the one present in the diagram of Fig. 4(b). To see this notethat only the light-quark propagator is di�erent in the two diagrams. Indiagram (a) this propagator is given by�(u6p+6k)�(up+ k)2 ' 2up� �2u p � k = p�p � k � ;where we have used the fat that k is small and that the onstituents of thepion are on-shell (i.e. have momenta of O(�QCD) << mb). The propagatorin diagram (b) on the other hand is given by:�� (�u6p+6k)�)(�up+ k)2 ' � p�p � k � :Thus the infrared divergenes in diagrams (a) and (b) anel. There isa similar anellation of infra-red divergenes in diagrams () and (d) inFig. 5. up �uppb pk()
up �uppb pk(d)Fig. 5. Two more one-loop diagrams ontributing to lass-I B ! D� deays. Thenotation is the same as that in Fig. 4.This anellation of infrared divergenes is a tehnial manifestation ofBjorken's olour transpareny argument: soft-gluon interations with theemitted �ud pair are suppressed, beause soft-gluons only interat with theolour dipole moment of the ompat �ud pair.



1828 C.T. Sahrajda3.1.2. Canellation of ollinear divergenesInfrared divergenes are not the only soure of long-distane e�ets indiagrams (a)�(d). Consider the region of phase spae in whih k is parallelto p (we write k ' �p). Spei�ally let:k+ = O(1) and k� = O(k2?) ;where the pion's momentum p = E�(1; 0; 0; 1) is taken to be in the + dire-tion (in the rest-frame of the B-meson). Consider diagram (a) in whih thegluon and light-quark propagators ombine to give a fator:1(up+ k)2 k2 � 1k4? :The phase spae is also of O(k4?) and so we have a divergene and hene wehave to study the ollinear divergenes.The ollinear divergenes anel in diagrams (a) and (), spei�allydiagram (a) has a fator(u+ �) 2p � pb2�p � pb = (u+ �)� ;whereas the orresponding fator in diagram () is:(u+ �) 2p � p�2�p � p = �(u+ �)� :Therefore the ollinear divergenes in diags. (a) and () anel. There is asimilar anellation of the ollinear divergenes in diags. (b) and (d).3.1.3. SummaryWe have seen above that there are no mass singularities in the sum of thenon-fatorizing diagrams (a)�(d). These diagrams an therefore be evaluatedin perturbation theory. The analysis above does not mean however, thatthere are no mass-singularities at one-loop order. Reall the fatorizationformula 1: h�D jO j �B i = FB!D(m2�) 1Z0 duT I(u)��(u) : (4)The remaining mass-singularities ome from diagrams suh as1 Reall that the term proportional to T IIi in Eq. (3) are suppressed for B ! D�deays.
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b � b � B D�

and are absorbed into the form-fator FB!D(m2�) and the light-one distri-bution amplitude ��(u). The key feature is that all the mass singularitiesare fatorized into these quantities and that the hard sattering amplitudeT is alulable is perturbation theory.In Ref. [5℄ these arguments were extended to two-loop order.4. Impliations of fatorizationIn this setion I brie�y summarise the impliations of the fatorizationformula.1. The signi�ane and usefulness of the fatorization formula (3) stemsfrom the fat that the non-perturbative quantities whih appear on theRHS are muh simpler than the original matrix elements whih appearon the LHS. They either re�et universal properties of a single mesonstate (the light-one distribution amplitudes) or refer to a B ! mesontransition matrix element of a loal urrent (form-fator). They anbe determined using non-perturbative methods suh as lattie QCDor QCD sum-rules, or even be partially determined from experimentalmeasurements (partiularly in the ase of the form-fators).2. Conventional (naive) fatorization is reovered as a rigorous predi-tion in the in�nite quark-mass limit (i.e. negleting O(�s(mb)) andO(�QCD=mb) orretions).3. Perturbative orretions to naive fatorization an be omputed sys-tematially. The results are, in general, non-universal (i.e. proessdependent).4. All strong interation phases are generated perturbatively in the heavyquark limit (as form fators have no imaginary parts).5. Many observables of interest for CP -violation beome aessible. Thepreision of the alulations is limited by our knowledge of the wave-funtions and of the power orretions.6. The problem of sheme dependene in naive fatorization is solved inthe same way as in any other NLO omputation of the weak e�etiveHamiltonian.



1830 C.T. Sahrajda5. Applying the fatorization formula to B ! �K deaysAs an example of the appliation of the fatorization formula let usonsider B ! �K deays. These deays are disussed and analysed in greatdetail in Ref. [6℄. The fatorization formula leads to the following expressionfor the deay amplitudes.h�K jHe� j �B i = GFp2 Xp=u;�ph�K j Tp j �B i ; (5)where �p is the produt of CKM matrix elements, �p = VpbV �ps, and thetransition operator is given byTp = a1(�K)Æpu (�ub)V�A 
 (�su)V�A+a2(�K)Æpu (�sb)V�A 
 (�uu)V�A + a3(�K)Xq (�sb)V�A 
 (�qq)V�A+ap4(�K)Xq (�qb)V�A 
 (�sq)V�A + a5(�K)Xq (�sb)V�A 
 (�qq)V+A+ap6(�K)Xq (�2)(�qb)S�P 
 (�sq)S+P + a7(�K)Xq (�sb)V�A 
 32eq(�qq)V+A+ap8(�K)Xq (�2)(�qb)S�P 
 32eq(�sq)S+P + a9(�K)Xq (�sb)V�A 
 32eq(�qq)V�A+ap10(�K)Xq (�qb)V�A 
 32eq(�sq)V�A : (6)In Eq. (6) the 
 produt implies that the orresponding operator shouldbe interpreted in the naive-fatorization sense, e.g.h�K j (�ub)V�A 
 (�su)V�A j �B i � h� j (�ub)V�A j �B i � hK j (�su)V�A j 0 i' im2BFB!�0 (m2K)fK : (7)The oe�ients ai in Eq. (6) are alulated in perturbation theory.5.1. Chirally enhaned power orretionsThe fatorization formula is valid up to O(�QCD)=mb orretions, whih,depending on the proess, an be signi�ant. One important soure of powerorretions are the hirally enhaned ones. To illustrate what these areonsider the penguin ontribution proportional to ap6. This is proportionalto (�2)h� j (�ub)S j �B i � hK j (�su)P j 0 i = rK� (�)A�K ; (8)



Fatorization in Two-Body Nonleptoni B Deays 1831where rK� (�) � 2m2Kmb(�)(ms(�) +mu(�)) ; (9)and A�K = iGFp2 m2b FB!�0 (m2K) fK : (10)Thus although this is formally a power orretion, suppressed by 1=mb om-pared to the leading one, it has a large oe�ient2�K � 2m2Kms +md � 3GeV� �QCD : (11)Thus the hiral enhaned power orretions annot be negleted in inter-preting nonleptoni B-deays.As an example our �nal result for the amplitude for the deay Bd takesthe form:�A( �Bd ! �+K�) = ��ua1 + �p(ap4 + ap10) + �prK� (ap6 + ap8)	A�K : (12)It should be remembered however, that the terms proportional to rK� areformally power orretions, albeit hirally enhaned ones.5.2. Power orretions and mass singularitiesPower orretions (i.e. terms whih are suppressed by the powers ofO(�QCD=mb) ) would not be a problem if they ould all be identi�ed andthe fatorization formula applied to them. If this were the ase higher-order perturbative orretions would also not ontain any non-fatorizinginfrared logarithms for these higher-twist ontributions. However this isnot the ase in general (although it is the ase for a6 above). This non-fatorization of mass singularities represents a signi�ant di�ulty, partiu-larly sine for many deays of phenomenologial importane the terms whihare suppressed by powers of 1=mb are enhaned by CKM-fators (and olourfators) and are likely to play a signi�ant r�le (e.g. for B ! �K deayswe would expet annihilation topologies, whih are formally suppressed by1=mb to give signi�ant ontributions). It is therefore important to developour understanding of power orretions.Sine we are onsidering power orretions we have to onsider the twist-three mesoni distribution amplitudes, and one of these (onventionallyalled �P (u)) does not vanish at the end-points (u ! 0; 1). This leadsto logarithmially divergent integrals of the form1Z0 duu ; (13)



1832 C.T. Sahrajdawhere u represents the light-one fration of a parton in a meson. This is notunexpeted for power orretions (indeed suh divergenes already appearin semileptoni deay form-fators), but nevertheless an lead to a loss ofpreision in phenomenologial preditions. We assume that the divergentintegral an be replaed by a universal onstant, and the unertainty in thisonstant is the largest theoretial error in the analysis.It has been argued that some of the higher-order perturbative orretionsan be resummed and give a Sudakov form-fator whih suppresses the end-point singularity [7, 8℄ in the power orretions (see also the talk by Wardat this onferene [10℄). From this the authors of Ref. [7,8℄ dedue that thethese terms are alulable in perturbation theory, inluding, for example, thesemileptoni B ! �; � form-fators. We believe that this approah meritsfurther investigation (in order to gain an understanding of the preisionwhih an be ahieved), but in our view it is likely that ifmb is not su�ientlylarge to suppress the hirally enhaned terms then it is also not large enoughto make Sudakov suppression e�etive and reliable.6. ConlusionsThe Fatorization Formulae derived here, provide a powerful and system-ati framework for the omputation of non-leptoni deay amplitudes in thelarge mb limit. I must stress that the existene of suh a framework in itself,represents a major development. The tehnial di�ulties in alulating thedeay amplitudes aurately are still onsiderable, but an be faed withinthe oherent framework desribed above. Among the outstanding issues stillto be resolved are:� A veri�ation that the approah is valid in higher orders of pertur-bation theory is still needed, in partiular a full two-loop study forB !light-light deays is still to be ompleted.� Perhaps the major di�ulty is to understand the best way of dealingwith power-orretions in general (i.e. orretions whih are suppressedby powers of �QCD=mb), and the hirally enhaned power orretionsin partiular. This is partiularly true for proesses in whih the powerorretions are enhaned by CKM fators, as happens for example inB ! �K deays.� We need a better understanding of the r�le of Sudakov form-fators,partiularly in the evaluation of the power orretions.We have presented a number of phenomenologial appliations of thegeneralised fatorization formalism. Most reently this has inluded a de-tailed phenomenologial analysis of B ! �K and B ! �� deays [6℄ inwhih we:



Fatorization in Two-Body Nonleptoni B Deays 18331. inlude the matrix elements of eletroweak penguin operators, whihplay an important r�le in b! s�qq transitions;2. present hard-sattering kernels for general, asymmetri meson light-one distribution amplitudes. This is important for addressing thequestion of nonfatorizable SU(3)-breaking orretions, sine the dis-tribution amplitudes of strange mesons are, in general, not symmetriwith respet to the quark and antiquark momenta;3. estimate the leading power orretions to the heavy-quark limit (in-luding those arising from annihilation topologies). This is essentialfor ontrolling the theoretial unertainties of our approah.In this talk I have onentrated on the oneptual aspets of fatorizationin nonleptoni B-deays and I annot present the details of the phenomeno-logial analysis. For illustration however, I present in table 6 the preditedratios of CP -averaged branhing ratios for four values of the angle  of theUnitary Triangle. For omparison, the urrent experimental values for theseratios (whih we obtain by averaging reent CLEO [11℄, BaBar [12℄ andBelle [13℄ data) are also presented. TABLEPredited ratios of CP -averaged branhing frations for seleted values of . Thelast olumn shows the experimental values obtained by averaging over data fromthe CLEO, BaBar and Belle ollaborations (obtained ignoring orrelations betweenthe individual measurements).Ratio 40Æ 70Æ 100Æ 130Æ Experiment2Br(�0K�)Br(��K0) 0:94 � 0:07 1:16 � 0:07 1:44 � 0:16 1:70 � 0:25 1:41 � 0:29Br(��K�)2Br(�0K0) 0:92 � 0:08 1:17 � 0:08 1:50 � 0:19 1:83 � 0:34 0:83 � 0:22�B+�B0 Br(��K�)Br(��K0) 0:74 � 0:07 0:91 � 0:04 1:12 � 0:07 1:32 � 0:12 1:06 � 0:18Br(�+��)Br(��K�) 0:96 � 0:60 0:67 � 0:38 0:43 � 0:25 0:27 � 0:18 0:26 � 0:06�B+�B0 Br(�+��)2Br(���0) 0:96 � 0:25 0:83 � 0:20 0:66 � 0:15 0:50 � 0:13 0:42 � 0:14
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